
Group Classes
CBD/Hemp-only -OR- Private Party options:

Yoga 

Marijuasana’s signature somatic yoga classes taught with 
descriptive cues full of imagery that describes the movements, so 
that attendees conceive of their bodies in novel ways. Cannabis  
and products containing cannabidiol affect the proprioceptive 
sense, enabling people to conceptualize embodied space and 
motion differently. Education on how and why cannabis supports 
holistic health is interspersed through the class. while doing the 
activity of yoga. 

Mala-making Workshops 

In make-your-own mala workshops, participants learn how to 
make their own prayer bead necklace made from 108 semi-
precious stones. The workshop conducts a guided meditation 
during which each person sets their own personal intention for 
their mala, then provides instruction on how to string and knot a 
beautiful mala. Kits comprised of the mala beads and thread 
colors are selected in advance by those attending, giving 

personalized meaning to the resulting take home object.



Group Classes
Recommended Private Party options:

Canvas & Cannabis 

You were born to be creative, though some of us need a little 
encouragement to truly know it. Cannabis ignites your creative 
spirit, quiets the inner censor, and  allows you to let go. Similar 
classes pair wine with painting, and while alcohol definitely turns it 
up the creative vibe; with cannabis you “go to eleven”. 
In this 2 hour class, attendees learn a painting while smoking 
weed. Private Party classes held a private event in a home, may 
offer refreshments appropriate to the location and setting.  

Lit On Lit 
Lit on Lit is a cannabis friendly creative writing class exploring "open form" writing, done purely for the 

sake of it. The format is designed to be fun and relaxed vibe, but 
includes direction through prompts and exercise. Incorporating 
cannabis with writing is useful because THC in cannabis 
increases blood flow in the creative right hemisphere, opening 
you up to a wider variety of mental associations. This class 
works well when held in combination with Marijuasana Yoga. 
Having moved your body first, and after following the unique 

movement cues given during class lends itself to a immersive and powerful experience. 


